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Abstract — This article focuses on the topic of using
unmanned aerial vehicles and modern software solutions and
systems in the study of pastures, using aerial photography and
aerial photogrammetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the approaches to solving the problems related to
the conservation of biodiversity and pasture livestock is the
introduction of modern methods and systems for monitoring,
management and optimization of pasture areas. The method
based on aerial photography is increasingly used in
determining the main characteristics of grazing areas [1-5].
The use of unmanned aerial vehicles allows obtaining spatial
data, high performance in the study of large areas, flexible
and continuous process of data collection without significant
influence of weather conditions. This, in turn, allows large
and remote grazing areas to be studied and explored in order
to take the necessary concrete measures to improve their
natural biological environment.
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Photogrammetry is most often associated with the production
of topographic maps in general from conventional aerial twodimensional photographs, although digital and satellite
images are increasingly used. Photogrammetry using images
obtained from aircraft and satellites is used to create maps at
various scales [10-13].
Experimental study, using UAVs and software for threedimensional photogrammetry, to determine some parameters
of a specific pasture zone was performed on 25.06.2021 in
the land of the town of Kardzhali in the Republic of Bulgaria
with geographical coordinates 41°29'39.7"N and 25°28'44.8
"E (Figure 1) [14].

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Photogrammetry is a science that uses images to obtain
reliable information about physical objects and the
environment, through the process of capturing, measuring
and interpreting photographic images and models for
mapping, measuring distances and other phenomena [6-8].
The minimalist definition of photogrammetry would be:
using photos to take measurements. The term
"photogrammetry" itself has Greek origins and consists of 3
words: photos - light, gramma - recording and metreo measurements.
The process uses a sufficient number of captured twodimensional (2D) photographic images, which after
processing by various software packages are used to create
three-dimensional (3D) digital models, topographic images
or simulations of meteorological models [6-9]. The hardware
for software integration in new technologies is so advanced
that most photogrammetry operations occur automatically.
The work is done in connection and with the financial support of the project
DO1-62/18/03/2021, WP4.
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Fig. 1. Location 41°29'39.7"N and 25°28'44.8 "E (a) and view of the
studied pastures (b).

For the purposes of the study, a PHANTOM aircraft,
model 4 PRO (Fig. 2) was used, equipped with a specialized
high-resolution camera providing excellent characteristics for
performing aerial photogrammetry.

Fig. 3. Altitude data when following the terrain during the flight.
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Fig. 2. Photo of the unmanned aerial vehicle used for the research in one
of the laboratories of the Technical University (a) and during the flight (b).

When using UAVs for photogrammetry purposes, it is
necessary to capture the images sequentially, because even if
only one image is not captured sequentially, the model we
want to create through software processing will be incorrect.
Camera settings are also crucial for creating a smooth and
legible image.

When determining the studied pasture area, the flight
plan, sequence and number of images, the required overlap
between consecutive images, total area of the shooting area,
resolution - the resolution of the processed images presented
as the number of centimeters per pixel. After determining the
survey area and determining the altitude of the flight by the
operator, the software calculates the minimum number of
consecutive shots (in our case 289 frames) and the total time
required to perform the flight (16:58 minutes). The state of
charge of the drone battery is checked and if it is sufficient,
the flight is performed. When exploring larger areas, the
flight time and trajectory increase, if the capacity of the
drone's battery is insufficient to perform the entire shooting,
the drone lands at a location specified by the software, after
replacing the UAV battery, the shooting continues. The
camera settings during shooting can be in automatic or
manual mode, it is provided and it is possible to use the
setting through the main software of the drone. After the
flight and shooting, the images are processed by the
software. Figure 4 shows the report of the processed images,
which contains all the necessary information for further
processing and research. Information is provided for
automatic alignment of the map with an existing previous
map in the same place, as well as information about the
average GPS error of the captured images.

The image processing software used is one of the most
affordable, for fast and accurate enough primary processing
without purchasing a license (free access for 14 days) is
DroneDeploy [15]. After starting the application, recognizing
and establishing communication with the UAV, all the
necessary parameters for performing the flight zone and
shooting are determined.
The perimeter of the examined area is determined by
entering exact benchmarks (coordinates), the desired altitude
for the flight and the shooting, after which the software
determines the exact trajectory, the shooting angle and the
required minimum number of photos for the studied area.

III. RESULTS
In the primary experimental study, the choice of altitude
for UAV flight is 40 meters due to the specific area of the
surveyed area. The software used allows the flight to be
selected to follow the terrain (Fig. 3), in order to best capture
and subsequent mapping.
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TABLE I.

AREAS OF THE STUDIED TERRAIN

b
Fig. 4. Information about the captured area (a) and the images taken and
processed (b).

The processed images of the studied area provide an
opportunity to determine all the necessary parameters terrain, slopes, determine the geographical coordinates of
each point for the studied area, determine the exact volume
characteristic of selected elements, determine the exact area
of a study area. It is possible to determine several zones
simultaneously, measure the distances between individual
points in the horizontal and vertical planes, and
measurements in all planes are possible. The processed
images for the studied terrain are detailed and allow to
determine visually many specific elements with sufficient
accuracy. Figure 5 and table 1 shows the three grazing areas
of the studied terrain.

Fig. 6. Camera calibration.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 5. Information on all necessary areas for the studied pasture.

The calibration of the camera is shown in Figure 6. In an
ideal workflow, the calibration diagram of the camera would
be symmetrical and the blue / red cross dots are close to each
other or overlap.

The present study presents the possibilities for using
photogrammetric techniques for research and decision
making in the management of large pasture areas. Compared
to conventional practice, photogrammetry provides an
opportunity to save time in effective large-scale research on
large areas. Using a portable management system as a
reference system, the 3D photogrammetry method can be
used in pasture management. The measurement results can
be used to determine the required terrain and areas for
pasture management and to determine the available biomass.
Pasture management solutions need to cope with the everincreasing demand, as more different species congregate in
pasture areas, there is more food for birds, reptiles,
amphibians, and there are more insects.
The study shows that the use of unmanned aerial vehicles
and digital photogrammetry software has a growing potential
for research and management of large pasture areas.
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